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Abstract. This paper is a case study describing the internationalization of a 
mainframe application without changing mainframe code. By utilizing screen 
scraping techniques, the project team created Chinese and Korean versions of 
mainframe application screens and reports. The paper describes specific issues 
encountered on the project, the solutions considered, and the strengths and 
weaknesses of the selected solution. It also describes an algorithm used to per-
form efficient translation of system messages with embedded variables.  

1   Introduction 

This project involved enabling a mainframe supply chain management application to 
work in Chinese and Korean. The application included nearly 400 application screens 
and over 100 reports. Due to time and budget constraints, it was not possible to take a 
traditional internationalization approach of modifying the original application to sup-
port Chinese and Korean. Instead, the project leveraged off-the-shelf “screen scraping” 
tools and techniques alongside custom development to meet the project requirements in 
the necessary timeframe. 

2   What Is Screen Scraping? 

Screen scraping is a method where one program utilizes a human interface of a sec-
ond application to interact with the second application. A simple example would be 
writing a program to extract stock prices from a web application’s HTML output. By 
utilizing the interface intended for human users, the first program is able to interface 
with the web application without requiring changes to the web application. 

Screen scraping is often used to create an HTML, browser-based user interface to 
an existing mainframe application (“re-facing”) without changing the underlying 
application. The browser-based interface allows for a richer user experience than can 
be achieved through a typical 3270 “green-screen” interface via graphics, interactive 
JavaScript, and other modern browser technologies. 

There are a number of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools available to facilitate 
mainframe-to-web screen-scraping solutions. The tool used on the project utilized the 
architecture illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Screen Scraping Architecture 

Roughly speaking, the process works as follows. Using a browser, a user navigates 
to the web application running on the screen-scraping server (“server”) via HTTP. 
The server connects to the host application (“host”) via a 3270-based protocol such as 
TN3270 and retrieves the initial host application screen, typically a login screen. The 
server converts the host screen into an HTML page that is returned to the user’s 
browser. The user enters his or her username and password and submits the web page 
back to the server. The server extracts the username and password from the browser’s 
request, simulates the filling out of the host screen form and submits the host screen 
back to the host. The host processes the login request and sends the next screen back 
to the server, and the process continues. All the while, the host application is unaware 
that it is in fact communicating with another program instead of a human operator 
using a 3270 terminal emulator. 

3   Screen Translation 

Creating translatable screens formed the bulk of project. The application included 
nearly 400 screens. Typical screens included forms users could fill out, menus, and 
tables of data returned from the application’s data store. From a translation perspec-
tive, application text could be divided into three basic categories: static text, dynamic 
text, and application data. 
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3.1   Static Text  

Static text refers to field labels and other text on the screen that never changes, such 
as “Street:” as part of an address form. The screen scraping tool enabled designers to 
build web pages corresponding to each mainframe application screen. This enabled 
designers to make any UI adjustments necessary to accommodate translations that 
were longer than the original English text. Text could also be marked as translatable 
in the design tool and the resulting server application would load translations from an 
external file, similar to a Java .properties file. Since static text never changes it was 
trivial to translate this text for the web pages via human translators, and the applica-
tion looked up the translation for the current language at runtime. Translating static 
text in this manner is well documented elsewhere [1]. 

3.2   Dynamic Text  

Dynamic text refers to text that can vary at runtime. Dynamic text includes applica-
tion messages that are displayed periodically, or labels for fields that are only visible 
under certain conditions. For example, a screen allowing users to enter shipping in-
formation may have different fields depending on whether or not the shipment was 
performed by rail (e.g. a railcar number) or airplane (e.g. an airbill number). 

Dynamic text can be further subdivided into two categories: dynamic text without 
variables and dynamic text with variables. Dynamic text without variables is similar 
to static text, except the application has to determine at runtime whether or not to 
display the text on the screen. For example, an error message stating “A1234: Invalid 
date” would only be displayed when an invalid date value was entered, but when such 
a message is displayed it is always the same. This sort of text can be translated in a 
similar manner to static text.  

Dynamic text with variables presents a more difficult challenge. For example, an 
error message stating “B5678: Shipping code XYZ is invalid” will vary depending on 
the invalid shipping code (“XYZ”) entered by the user. To translate this message, the 
original English message must be parsed at runtime to extract the variable portions of 
the message, and the variable portions must be inserted into the appropriate locations 
in the translation. Since there are a known, fixed number of messages, translations can 
be created by human translators with placeholders for the variable portions of the text. 

While methods for substituting variables into translations are well documented [2], 
in a screen scraping application there is the additional challenge of recognizing the 
English message so the application can locate the appropriate translation. Locating a 
translation for static text merely requires a lookup into a table of translations based on 
a binary comparison of the English text to the table’s keys. However, variables in dy-
namic text render a simple binary comparison ineffective. To overcome this, the pro-
ject created regular expressions to recognize each English message with dynamic text. 
For messages with variables, the regular expressions automatically extracted each 
variable portion of the English message that was later inserted into the translation. 

Since there were approximately 10,000 dynamic messages, it was important to effi-
ciently identify the matching regular expression and the associated translation. A brute-
force approach of trying each regular expression in sequence would require on average 
5,000 attempts before a match would be found and could have exceeded target system 
response time as the number of concurrent users of the system increased. 
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An elegant solution to rapidly find the correct regular expression would be to build 
a specialized lexical analysis tool similar to the open-source flex lexical analyzer 
generator typically used to generate lexical analyzers for compilers [3]. Such a tool 
would take regular expressions for all 10,000 dynamic messages and build an efficient 
deterministic finite automaton to quickly parse text according to the supplied regular 
expressions. Such a tool would be a modest extension to flex. However, since most 
software developers are not familiar with algorithmically-complex applications such 
as flex, long-term maintenance of this approach would have been difficult due to staff 
turnover over time. 

Ultimately, the project took another approach by exploiting the fact that nearly all 
dynamic messages started with an alphanumeric code (e.g. “A1234”). This led to the 
algorithm shown in Figure 2. Essentially, the screen scraping server first checks to see 
if the English message begins with a message number. If so, the regular expression for 
that message number is looked up via a hash table. If the regular expression matches 
the message, the translation can then be performed. If the regular expression does not 
match, or the English message does not appear to start with an alphanumeric code, the 
application resorts to a brute-force search. Message codes were mostly unique, but the 
algorithm is still capable of finding the correct regular expression even in the case of 
duplicate message codes. If the regular expression looked up via the message number 
hash table does not match, the brute-force search would find regular expressions for 
any additional instances of a particular message number. Ultimately this algorithm was 
implemented quickly and provided acceptable performance. 

3.3   Application Data  

While application data, such as product descriptions in a customer’s order, is similar 
to dynamic text described earlier in many ways, there are several key differences from 
a translation perspective. Dynamic text is bounded (i.e. all text that needs to be trans-
lated is known), whereas application data is created by users and therefore all possible 
values are not known beforehand. Therefore pre-translation by human translators is 
not an effective solution. Further, dynamic text rarely changes (such as when a new 
screen is added or business logic is updated), but application data changes frequently 
(such as every time a new product is added to the system). 

Storing user-entered application data also posed a challenge in this project as the 
mainframe application only supported storage of user-entered data in the EBCDIC-
US encoding (IBM code page 037). 

Adding the capability to store Chinese and Korean characters (i.e. Unicode sup-
port) would have required significant modifications to the application’s IMS database, 
or introduction of a separate database capable of storing these characters. Screen 
scraping alone could not address this issue. 

While the initial project requirements included application data translation and 
storage of non-English characters, during the design phase the project team concluded 
that meeting these requirements would add significant risk to the project budget and 
schedule, as well as complicate the system architecture substantially. Therefore these 
requirements were deferred. Since the vast majority of the application data was non-
translatable (e.g. alphanumeric codes), dropping these requirements had only a mod-
est impact on system usability. 
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Fig. 2. Dynamic Text Identification Algorithm 
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Had the project been required to support data translation, there were several ap-
proaches briefly considered. Machine translation might have been a viable approach 
given the relatively narrow scope of the application. Accuracy was not paramount 
since the system was for internal company use only. Another approach would be to 
create a human-centric process whereby the application tracked when new translatable 
text was added and would automatically notify a human translator that new data had 
been added. 

3.4   Other Considerations  

There are many aspects to a fully-internationalized application besides translation, 
such as locale-sensitive formatting of dates, times, and currency. As an application for 
internal use only, this project had no requirements beyond translation. However, a 
screen scraping process could have easily made the necessary conversions to and 
from U.S. locale conventions as text and data was passed between the host application 
and the user’s browser. 

Locale-sensitive collation, however, cannot be well handled via screen scraping. 
When displaying a list, the host application can only show a single screen of data at a 
time, which is all the screen scraping application has access to. It is possible for the 
screen scraping application to scan multiple screens of data on the host, cache the  
results, sort them in the user’s desired locale-sensitive sort order, and display the com-
plete list to the user. However this is only feasible for small data sets. In general, colla-
tions must be dealt with in the host application. 

3.5   Results  

The screen-scraping approach used by the project for screen translation provided good 
results in a short amount of time despite the shortcomings noted. Even if the project 
team had the option to change mainframe program code, it is unlikely all necessary 
code changes could have been performed in the available timeframe without a large 
implementation team and excessive risk to the project budget and schedule. While all 
screen scraping implementations increase the maintenance burden relative to making 
changes in the original application (since the screen-scraped version of an application 
screen usually must be updated when its corresponding host screen changes), screen 
scraping merits consideration for future mainframe projects that require international-
izing application screens. 

4   Report Translation 

While application screens were accessible via a 3270 interface, mainframe reports 
were generated in English by mainframe batch programs and made available to the 
project in text files formatted for mainframe printers. The project required that these 
reports be displayed to users in Chinese or Korean. Similar to mainframe screens, 
project requirements forbade changes to the report generation programs. Mainframe 
users utilized an off-the-shelf report archiving solution for working with English-
language reports. Reports generated by the batch programs were automatically loaded 
into the report archiving system for users to view, search, or print.  
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Creating translated reports required solutions to two overall problems: converting 
English reports into Chinese or Korean, and allowing users to access reports for view-
ing, printing and other operations. 

4.1   Conversion of English Reports  

The project considered two basic approaches to this problem. First, the data of the 
report could be extracted (into an XML file, perhaps) and then a new report program 
could convert the extracted data into a report in the target language. This solution 
would provide a tremendous amount of flexibility as only the data from the original 
report would be used, while the formatting and presentation of the translated report 
could be created as necessary. While elegant, this solution would require new report 
programs to duplicate much of the logic in the original mainframe report programs 
such as layout, paging, and the calculation of subtotals. 

The project instead implemented a second solution, which was to identify translat-
able text in the English report and replace the text in-place with translations. This ap-
proach is simpler than the first approach as it does not attempt to duplicate the layout, 
paging and totaling capabilities of the mainframe report program. However, translated 
reports are constrained by the layouts of the English reports. For example, if a column 
header only allotted three-characters for the English header (often an abbreviation) it 
was often difficult for translators to create a reasonable translation that would fit in 
three characters. In many cases the original English was retained for the translated 
report due to lack of space for adequate translations. 

To translate text in-place, the translatable text first had to be identified. Identifica-
tion of translatable text in reports is more difficult than in screens. While screen text 
essentially appears in the same position each time a screen is displayed, reports are a 
stream of data. Different runs of the same report often produce different results, such 
as a varying number of pages for each report run due to the specific report parameters 
selected by the user or changes in data over time. 

The solution implemented by the project included a general-purpose report conver-
sion engine and report conversion rules for each report stored in XML files. To con-
vert a report, the conversion engine identified the report based on report header pages 
and applied the conversion rules in the appropriate XML rule file. 

The XML rule files consisted of two types of entries: “search” rules and “replace” 
rules. “Search” rules were used to identify a particular line in the report, and were based 
on regular expressions. Each “search” rule had one or more “replace” rules associated 
with it. Once the conversion engine used a “search” rule to identify a particular line in a 
report (e.g. a line containing column headers), the engine would apply each associated 
“replace” rule. Each “replace” rule included the start column of the text to be replaced, 
the number of characters to be replaced, and the translation to be used in place of the 
replaced text. “Replace” rules were also capable of spanning multiple rows. 

As an English report was processed the translated version was written out in 
HTML format. 

4.2   Report Access, Display, and Printing  

Once a report was converted, it was necessary to enable users to select reports for view-
ing or printing. Given that the host application already relied upon an existing report 
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system to display English reports (along with the numerous auxiliary functions required 
to do this, such as user authentication and authorization), the project opted to screen 
scrape the relevant report selection application screens and convert them into Chinese 
and Korean instead of implementing report system functions in a new application. 

Once users selected the desired reports, the screen scraping server transferred con-
trol to a separate custom web application that displayed the selected report in a new 
browser window. Users used their web browsers to navigate and print reports like any 
web page. 

Unfortunately, the solution had some shortcomings when printing reports. Reports 
are typically generated using fixed-width fonts to maintain columnar layouts. How-
ever, Chinese character glyphs are wider than normal Latin character glyphs so when 
the report conversion engine replaced standard Latin glyphs with the wider glyphs 
included in Chinese fonts, this caused translated reports to become much wider than 
the original English reports. Font sizes on printed reports had to be reduced to avoid 
splitting report rows across multiple pages which made them difficult to read when 
printed. Ultimately users tended to use the translated versions for on-screen use but 
used the untranslated English versions when printed reports were necessary. 

4.3   Results  

Overall the project’s report conversion solution worked well for producing translated 
reports for on-screen viewing and was implemented in a short timeframe. Projects 
with a heavy reliance on printable reports may prefer to extract data from English 
reports and create re-formatted translated reports, as was initially considered for this 
project. 

5   Conclusion 

Screen scraping proved to be a viable approach for translating mainframe screens and 
reports into Chinese and Korean without changing mainframe code. The project’s 
screen-scraping solution had several shortcomings, most importantly the lack of a 
reasonable solution for storing non-EBCDIC application data created by users and the 
inability to support locale-specific collation without code changes to the mainframe 
application. Printed reports could also be improved. Despite these limitations, screen 
scraping allows organizations to derive additional value from their mainframe appli-
cation investments by making host applications available in multiple languages in a 
cost-effective manner. 
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